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Abstract. This research addresses the issue of building home automa-
tion systems reactive to voice for improved comfort and autonomy at
home. The paper presents a complete framework that acquires data from
sensors and interprets them, by means of IA techniques, to provide con-
textual information for decision making. The system uses a two-level on-
tology to represent the di�erent concepts handled during the processing
which also contains SWRL instances to automatise some of the reason-
ing. The focus of this paper is on the relationship between the knowledge
representation and the decision process which uses a dedicated Markov
Logic Network approach to bene�t from the formal logical de�nition of
decision rules as well as the ability to handle uncertain facts inferred
from real data. The entire approach is situated w.r.t. the Sweet Home
project whose aim is to make possible context-aware voice command at
home.

Keywords: Ambient intelligence and pervasive computing, Decision mak-
ing, Frameworks for formalizing context and context-aware knowledge
representation, Reasoning under uncertainty

1 Introduction

As the development of Smart Homes (SH) has gained a growing interest among
many communities � such as medicine, architecture, computer sciences, etc. �
two major challenges have emerged in the area of Ambient Intelligence. Firstly,
the need for knowledge representation models featuring high readability, modu-
larity and expressibility. Secondly, the requirement to develop decision making
methods that can leverage knowledge models to take context � the particular
situation under which a decision is taken � and its uncertainty into account. In-
deed, in most cases the information gathered to infer context comes from sources
a�ected by uncertainty and imprecision.

In the literature, logical models, mostly ontologies and logic rules, seem to
have reach a consensus due to the high readability and expressibility they o�er.

? This work is part of the Sweet-Home project founded by the French National Re-
search Agency (Agence Nationale de la Recherche / ANR-09�VERS-011)
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The Open AAL platform [19] uses an ontology that describes in-home entities
belonging to low and high abstraction levels. The framework designed around
this ontology is appropriate to facilitate the integration of devices from di�er-
ent providers, as they share a common taxonomy, and the implementation of
computational methods to make context inference. The independence between
knowledge representation and inference methods guarantees modularity, how-
ever it does not take advantage of the reasoning capacities supported by logical
reasoners, as the only purpose of the ontology is to be an artefact of integration.
Chen et al. [3] have proposed a method to perform activity recognition in home,
an important element of context awareness, by using subsumption checking in
an ontology, but uncertainty is not supported in this work. A more general ap-
proach was designed by Liao [9], in which some context elements, such as level of
risk, are de�ned through logic rules using RDF-based events to perform activity
recognition. However, uncertainty of the information sources is not considered
even if a prior probability of risk is estimated. Answer Set Programming (ASP)
is another logic approach for representation and reasoning that has been ap-
plied by Mileo et al. [11] to estimate the evolution of the inhabitant's health
state. They present a framework that can properly deal with reasoning under
incompleteness and uncertainty. Furthermore, the knowledge encoded in the ASP
rules could be integrated into an ontology as well. Although their approach is
very relevant for context recognition, they have not developed formal decision
models containing essential elements such as utilities, risks and actions. On the
side of decision methods for SH dealing with uncertainty, several Bayesian ap-
proaches have been suggested, as in the SOCAM project [5]. In�uence diagrams
[7], which are based on Bayesian networks, have been also applied to model the
causal relation among decision actions, uncertain variables, risk, and utilities [14,
4]. However in these works, the decision process is not supported by a formal
knowledge representation that can be exploited in other tasks besides decision.

It seems that there exists a gap between the development of formal models
to represent knowledge in pervasive environments and the methods for decision
making that must act under uncertain information. We are tackling this problem
in the Sweet-Home project, a new smart home system whose main man-machine
interaction modality is based on audio processing technology. Our proposed so-
lution involves the representation of concepts by means of ontologies and a set
of logical rules. It takes advantage of description logic reasoners and SWRL for
situation recognition and obtains a system adaptable to other SH implemen-
tations, as well. In the decision stage, a part of the logical rules is employed
to construct an in�uence diagram based on Markov Logic Networks (MLN), a
statistical method that makes probabilistic inference from a model consisting of
weighted logic rules. The rest of this paper describes the Sweet-Home frame-
work. Sections 2 presents the project and Section 3 the framework architecture.
Section 4 shows the ontologies and how situation recognition is performed. A
detailed explanation of our decision making model is given in Section 5. Finally
Section 6 concludes with a brief discussion.
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Fig. 1. The DOMUS smart home.

2 The Smart Home context

This research is related to the Sweet-Home project (http://sweet-home.imag.
fr), a French national supported research project aiming at designing a new
smart home system based on audio technology which focuses on three main
aspects: to provide assistance via natural human-machine interaction (voice and
tactile command), to ease social interaction and to provide security reassurance
by detecting situations of distress. In this project, the SH under consideration is
DOMUS, a �at �lled in with sensor technology which was set up by the Multicom
team of the Laboratory of Informatics of Grenoble. This 30m2 suite �at, depicted
in Figure 1, is equipped with sensors and actuators such as infra-red presence
detectors, contact sensors, video cameras (used only for annotation purpose),
etc.

This kind of smart home can support daily living by making context-aware
decision base on the current situation the user is. To illustrate this support let's
consider the following two scenarios:

Scenario 1 The inhabitant arrives to her apartment at night and goes to
the bedroom immediately, forgetting to lock the door. She prepares to sleep and
turns all the lights o� but the bedside lamp as she usually reads before sleeping.
After some minutes, she turns o� the lamp and, at this moment, from the
sequence of her interactions with the environment, the system recognizes that
she is about to sleep, and a relatively dangerous situation is recognized as the
main door is not locked. A decision could result in sending a message through
a speech synthesizer � considering the risk of interrupting her rest� to remind
her of the state of the door.

Scenario 2 The inhabitant wakes up in the middle of the night and utters
the vocal order "Turn on the light". This simple command requires context
information (location and activity) to realize which light to turn on and what
the appropriate intensity is. In this case, the system decides to turn on the
bedside lamp with a middle intensity since the ceiling light could a�ect her
eyes sensitivity at that moment.
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From these scenarios it can be noticed that contextual information, such as
location and activity, plays a major role to deliver appropriate support to the
user. In this paper we de�ne Location and Activity as follows:

De�nition 1 (Location). l(t) ∈ L, where L is the set of prede�ned locations
in the SH and t ∈ N is the time, speci�es where the inhabitant is located.

In this work a speci�c area corresponds to a room and we assume a single
inhabitant in the environment.

De�nition 2 (Activity). Routine activities performed during daily live; such
as, sleeping, cooking, or cleaning. In an instant t the activity might be undeter-
mined; so an activity occurrence, a is de�ned in an interval of time, A(tbegin, tend).
Thus A : tb, te → a, tb, te ∈ N and tb < te

Moreover, many more information can be inferred from the raw data such as
agitation, communication, etc. They are de�ned as sources of information:

De�nition 3 (Source of Information). The system contains a set of vari-
ables V that describes the environment. A source of information is a variable
Vi ∈ V with domain Dom(Vi) representing the information provided by a sensor
or a inference process i.

De�nition 4 (System state). If Υ is the set of possible values of V , a system
state is an assignment v ∈ Υ making V = {V1 = v1, V2 = v2, ..., Vn = vn}

The Situation is de�ned by:

De�nition 5 (Situation). A situation S ⊂ Υ is de�ned by a set of con-
straints C = {Ck11 , Ck22 , ..., Ckmm }, where each constraint Ckii establish a set
Ai ⊂ DOM(Vki) to constraint the value of a source of information Vki . Thus
S = {v/∀Ckii ∈ C, vki ∈ Ai}

For example, if we have two sources of information, V1 and V2, corresponding to
the the state of the main door and the location of the inhabitant, a situation can
be de�ned by constraints, C1

1 , C
2
2 , holding the following sets: A1 = {open}, A2 =

{study, bedroom}.

De�nition 6 (Temporal Situation). Let's consider a temporal sequence of
system states δ = (vt11 , v

t2
2 , ..., v

tn
n ) where ti is the time of occurrence. A temporal

situation R, is de�ned by a set of constraints T = {T1, T2, ..., Tm}, where each
Tk de�nes a pair of situations (S1

k, S
2
k) and an interval [ak, bk] such as R =

{(vtii , v
tj
j )/∀Tk ∈ T, vtii , v

tj
j ∈ δ, vi ∈ S1

k, vj ∈ S2
k, ak 6 tj − ti 6 bk}

Thus, if a temporal constraints T1 establish an interval [ti, tj ], a temporal situ-
ation will be recognized when two instances of the situations S1 and S2 occur
with a di�erence of time falling into the interval. In the rest of the paper we
refer to temporal situations simply as situations.

Based on our study of the context, we de�ne it as follows:
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De�nition 7 (Context). Set of informations characterizing the circumstance
under which an inference is made.

The main usage of context is disambiguation. When a situation is recognized,
context provides the complementary information to evaluate the circumstance
in terms of a certain quality Q ∈ {risk, comfort, safety, ...}. Let's a function
FQ assigning a value, in the scope of Q, to a situation S. The �nal value of FQ
depends on the information contained in the context κ : FQ(S|κ). This function
in our work is given by the decision model.

3 The Sweet-Home System: an Audio-controlled Smart

Home

The input of the Sweet-Home system is composed of the information from the
domotic system transmitted via a local network and information from the mi-
crophones transmitted through radio frequency channels. The microphone data
is processed by an audio processing chain delivering hypotheses about the sound
or the sentences being uttered by the user [18]. All these streams of information
(audio and domotic) are captured by an intelligent controller which interprets
them to recognize situations and makes decisions. The diagram of this intelli-
gent controller is depicted in Figure 2. The knowledge of the controller is de�ned
using two semantic layers: the low-level and the high-level ontologies which are
described in the next section. Besides knowledge representation, another role of
the ontologies is to store the events from which inference is carried out.

The estimation of the current situation is carried out through the collabo-
ration of several processors, each one being specialized in a speci�c source of
information. All processors share the knowledge speci�ed in both ontologies and
use the same repository of facts. Furthermore, the access to the knowledge base
is executed under a service oriented approach that allows any processor being
registered to be noti�ed only about particular events and to make inferred infor-
mation available to other processors. This data and knowledge centred approach
ensures that all the processors are using the same data structure and that the
meaning of each piece of information is clearly de�ned among all of them.

We have considered that the main aspects for situation recognition are the
location of the inhabitant, the current activity and the period of the day. These
informations are useful to eliminate ambiguity in the decision making process.
For example, in Scenario 2, when the vocal order Turn on the light is uttered by
the inhabitant, in order to decide which light must be activated, the controller
infers inhabitant's location. Furthermore, there can be many lights in the same
room, so if the command is given in the middle of the night after the inhabitant
has interrupted her sleep, knowing the previous activity and time period helps
to infer that the best choice of light are the bedside lamps. Other works have
also reckoned location and activity as fundamental for context inference [11, 16].

In order to perform location and activity inference, two independent modules
were developed and integrated in the framework. Due to space limitation the
reader is referred to [2, 1] for further details.
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Fig. 2. The Intelligent Controller Diagram.

4 Ontologies and Rules for Situation Recognition

The intelligent controller performs inference in several stages, from raw input
data until the evaluation of situations. Each event is produced by the arrival of
a sensor information. These events are considered of low level as they do not
require inference. Once they are stored in the facts base, processing modules are
executed hierarchically (e.g., location then activity then situation). Thus, each
inference corresponding to a high level event is stored in the database and used
subsequently by the next module. Within the controller architecture, other in-
ference modules can be added without compromising the processing of the other
components. The two ontologies were designed, not only for domain knowledge
representation, but also for storing the events resulting from the processing mod-
ules. Furthermore, situations are de�ned within the ontologies allowing descrip-
tion logic reasoners to evaluate if a situation is happening. Consequently, the
importance of the ontology transcends the mere description of the environment.
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4.1 Low and High Level Ontologies

The knowledge of the controller is de�ned using two semantic layers: the low-level
and the high-level ontologies. The former ontology is devoted to the representa-
tion of raw data and network information description. State, location, value and
URI of switches and actuators are examples of element to be managed at this
level. The high level ontology represents concepts being used at the reasoning
level. These concepts are organized in 3 main branches: the Abstract Entity, the
Physical Entity,and the Event concept that represents the transient observations
of one abstract entity involving zero or several physical entities (e.g., at 12:03
the dweller is sleeping). Instances in the high-level ontology are produced by the
inference modules (e.g. activity, location, and situations) after treating informa-
tion coming from sensors. This separation between low and high levels makes
possible a higher re-usability of the reasoning layer when the sensor network and
the home must be adapted [8].

Figure 3 shows some of the concepts and relations of both ontologies. The
ABoxes serve as an example of the state of the fact base at a certain moment.
Let's refer to the scenario 1 when the inhabitant turns the bedside lamp o� to
sleep. The controller updates devices states in the low level ontology and it can
be inferred, still at a low level, that every light in the room is o�. In the high level
ontology, the interaction with the switch lamp is stored as a device event having
time and room as properties. At this stage, the module on charge of location is
requested and it gives a straightforward answer as the switch is placed in the
bedroom. Then, the evidences of the inhabitant being in the bedroom, having
all lights turned o�, and the evening as the period of the day, can be used to
infer that the current activity is sleeping. Finally, these inferences provide the
context on which situation recognition is applied. Under the same scenario, if the
inhabitant forgot to close the main door and a situation was de�ned for this case,
the situation will be labelled as detected in the ontology. Detected situations are
treated by the decision module explained in section 5.

4.2 Application of SWRL to Situation Recognition

A situation can be seen as a temporal pattern of the system state which is given
by the facts base. Ontologies provide an appropriate foundation for situation
recognition since they store all the facts and a complete semantic description of
the environment as well. Furthermore, temporal representation can be achieved
by means of role properties among event concepts de�ning temporal relations
such as previous and next which, through chaining property of OWL2, can gen-
erate the after and before relations. Under some restrictions, Datalogs describing
situations as logic rules can be transformed in description logic and written on
ontologies [6]. However the scope of this approach is very limited as it does not
allow to specify complex de�nitions. Even when it is limited to safe rules, it
overcomes several restrictions of description logics while having the de�nitions
still as part of the ontology. In addition, SWRL builtin functions further extend
the semantics of context de�nitions.
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Fig. 3. The low and high level ontologies.

A possible situation de�nition in SWRL, based on scenario 1, is given below:
DeviceEvent(?d), has_associated_object(?d, door),
takes_place_in(?d, kitchen),state_value(?d, open),
DeviceEvent(?l), has_associated_object(?l, setLights),
takes_place_in(?l, kitchen),state_value(?l, o�), temp:after(?l,?d)
→ current_state(LightsO�OpenMainDoor, detected)

We assume that these events re�ect the current state of the system. Note that
a high level, events can be de�ned by means of sets of devices as well.

5 Decision Making

The decision making module is the main component of the intelligent controller.
When a situation is recognized, this module employs the high level knowledge
in order to construct dynamically a decision model that takes into account the
context and its degree of uncertainty. In this section we brie�y describe the base
method used for decision making, and give details about our implementation.
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5.1 Markov Logic Networks (MLN)

MLN [15] combines �rst-order logic and Markov Networks, an undirected prob-
abilistic graphical model. A MLN is composed of a set of �rst-order formulas
each one associated to a weight that expresses a degree of truth. This approach
soften the assumption that a logic formula can only be true or false. A formula
in which each variable is replaced by a constant is ground and if it consists of
a single predicate is a ground atom. A set of ground atoms is a possible world.
All possible worlds in a MLN are true with a certain probability which depends
on the number of formulas they agree with and the weights of these formulas.
A MLN, however, can also have hard constraints by giving a in�nite weight to
some formulas, so that worlds violating these formulas have zero probability.
Let's consider F a set of �rst-order logic formulas, i.e. a knowledge base, wi ∈ R
the weight of the formula fi ∈ F , and C a set of constants. During the infer-
ence process [15], every MLN predicated is grounded and Markov networkMF,C

is constructed where each random variable corresponds to a ground atom. The
obtained Markov network allows to estimate the probability of a possible world
P (X = x) by the equation 1:

P (X = x) = 1
Z exp

(∑
fi∈F wini(x)

)
(1)

where Z =
∑
x′∈χ exp

(∑
fi∈F wini(x

′)
)
is a normalisation factor, χ the set of

possible worlds, and ni(x) is the number of true groundings of the i-th clause
in the possible world x. Exact inference in MLN is intractable in most cases, so
Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods are applied [15].

Learning an MLN consists of two independent tasks: structure learning and
weight learning. Structure can be obtained by applying machine learning meth-
ods, such as Inductive Logic Programming, or rules written by human experts.
Weight learning is an optimisation problem that requires learning data. The
most applied algorithm in the literature is Scaled Conjugate Gradient [10].

5.2 In�uence Diagrams with MLN

In�uence diagrams [7] are probabilistic models used to represent decision prob-
lems. They result from an extension of Bayesian networks � composed only of
state nodes � by the inclusion of two types of node: actions and utilities. An
action node is a variable corresponding to a decision choice. The state nodes in
the Bayesian network represent how the variables in the problem domain are af-
fected by the actions. Finally, utility nodes are variables that represent the value
obtained as consequence of decisions made. Formally, given a set of actions A,
an assignment of choices to these actions a, a ∈ A, is taking according to its
utility function, U : X → [0, 1], where X is the state of the random variables
in the network after the decision is made. The expected utility for the assign-
ment of choices a is computed as: EU(a) =

∑
X P (X|a, e)U(X) Where e is the

evidence given to the network. The process of �nding the optimal decision, i.e.
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Fig. 4. In�uence diagram for a decision after a vocal order is recognised.

the assignment of choices to actions, consists of solving the Maximum Expected
Utility (MEU) problem which demands to compute every possible assignment:
argmaxaEU(a).

Figure 4 shows an example of In�uence Diagram, based on the scenario 2,
where a decision is made as a response to a vocal order Turn on the light. In this
case, the setting of action variables, represented by rectangular nodes, designates
which lights devices in the environment are operated and the intensity of the
lights. Round nodes are the state nodes a�ected by the decision. Among the
state nodes, information belonging to the context is bound within a dashed
area. There are two variables in�uencing directly the utility: the comfort of the
inhabitant and the suitability of the activated lights location that ideally should
be the same of the inhabitant. Note that this location is not easy to determine
in some cases since the inhabitant could be moving in the environment while
uttering the vocal order.

Since a Markov network is a more general probabilistic model than a Bayesian
network, In�uence diagrams can also be implemented by means of MLN [12].
Nath et al. [13] have proposed an algorithm that evaluates all the choices in a set
of actions without executing the whole inference process for each choice resulting
in an e�cient way to estimate the optimal assignation. We have considered this
approach suitable for implementing decision making in our framework for two
main reasons: First at all, MLNs are de�ned through logical rules which can be
stored in an ontological representation, using the concepts already established in
order to keep a standard vocabulary besides achieving decision model readability.
Secondly, it allows to deal with the uncertainty related to context variables and
evidence.
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A MLN for the in�uence diagram in �gure 4 can be de�ned as follows:
Predicates Domain Type

Intensity {low,medium,high } Action
Comfort {low,medium,high } Utility
Location {bedroom,kitchen,toilet... } State
LightLocation {bedroom,kitchen,toilet... } Action
Activity {sleep,cook,clean,dress... } State
RightArea {good,bad,acceptable } Utility

Weight Rule

2.0 LightLocation(l) ∧ Location(l) → RightArea(good)
1.8 LightLocation(l1) ∧ Location(l2) ∧NextTo(l1, l2)

→ RightArea(acceptable)
2.0 Intensity(d) ∧Activity(a) ∧RightIntensity(a, d)

→ Comfort(high)
1.2 Intensity(d1) ∧Activity(a) ∧RightIntensity(a, d2) ∧ d1! = d2

→ Comfort(bad)

Utility Values

U(RightArea(bad))=-1 U(RightArea(acceptable))=0 U(RightArea(good))=1
U(Comfort(low))=-1 U(Comfort(medium))=0 U(Comfort(high))=1

Evidences(When they are not factual, then probability is indicated)
Location(bedroom)[0.8] Location(kitchen)[0.15] Location(toilet)[0.05]
Activity(sleep)[0.75] Activity(read)[0.17] Activity(dress)[0.08]
RightIntensity(sleep,low)[0.95] RightIntensity(read,low)[0.80]
NextTo(kitchen,bedroom) NextTo(bedroom,toilet)

This model must be constructed dynamically since the probability of context
variables, location and activity, can not be known a priori. These variables are
provided by the specialised modules of location and activity that supply also a
probability for their inference results. These results are uncertain evidences. To
introduce them into the MLN model, we have followed an approach similar to
the one implemented by Trans et al. [17]. Therefore, after the vocal command is
received, the context variable values are requested by the decision module, the
decision model is constructed using the rules saved in the ontology and decision
inference is performed using MLN. Given �xed values for the action nodes, Light-
Location and Intensity; the inference will give the probability for each grounding
of the utility predicates, RightArea and Comfort. Let's consider the case where
action nodes are �xed as a = (LightLocation(kitchen), Intensity(low)), then
for this con�guration we obtain the following expected utility:

EU(a) =
∑

x∈{bad,acceptable,good}
P (RightArea(x) | a).U(RightArea(x))

+
∑

x∈{low,medium,high}
P (LightLocation(x) | a).U(LightLocation(x))

The optimal assignment of actions will be the one having the maximal EU .
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6 Discussion and Future Work

Dealing with context in pervasive environments involves treating uncertainty,
imprecision, and incompleteness; and so far, not a single method can overcome
all these problems. Therefore Ambient Intelligence projects must rely on the
application of several methods sharing a common base and serving each one a
speci�c purpose. Our proposed framework is an attempt towards this direction.

Decision making by means of Markov logic networks seems very promising
as it can take the best of logic and probabilistic models: a simple and clear
representation in the framework while being able to treat uncertainty through
probabilistic inference. However, as most of probabilistic models, MLN learning
requires a considerable amount of data to estimate the optimal parameters.
Unfortunately, corpora on pervasive environments with annotated data useful
for decision making is rarely available. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge
there is no available corpora for decision making from vocal orders. Therefore, we
plan, in the short term, to carry out experiments on a real SH platform that will
provide us with data to optimize our decision models and to test the complete
framework in realistic circumstances.

To further improve our framework, we intend to work on two improvements:
the �rst one relates a tighter integration of the decision model with the ontology.
We consider very interesting the possibility to check for coherence of the decision
model rules by means of an ontology reasoner. In general, this integration is
not trivial as MLN rules are de�ned in �rst-order logic, while description logic
and safe rules are only a subset of �rst-order logic. Our second idea consists in
extending the semantics of the situation recognition module in order to be able
to de�ne situations in terms of complex events.
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